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Mix In Living Color
With 4channels of software control, 16 multi-color drum pads, and color-customizable dual-zone platters, Mixtrack Quad integrates seamlessly with your laptop, placing a fully interactive mixing experience at your fingertips. Stunning color. Dynamic performance capability. It all comes together to empower your performance and bring your mix to life. 
 
4-Channel Lighted Performance Control 
You get four channels of software control to mix and match tracks, juggle beats, or completely deconstruct, mashup, and remix songs with your unique style. With Mixtrack Quad, mixing is an instinctual experience, with the entire control surface, turntables, and pads illuminated and providing real-time visual feedback.

16 Chromatic Performance Pads
Create loops, launch samples, and control hot cues with the 16 illuminated rubber drum pads. Utilizing its palette of 16 vibrant colors, Mixtrack Quad’s lighted pad and platter animations signal transitions when loading tracks or moving between modes and configurations. 16 dedicated effects controls are built in to the control surface to instantly add and manipulate flanger, phaser, echo, and more. 
 
Pick A Color ... Any Color
Mixtrack Quad is a fully interactive instrument for modern mixing. Its dual-zone platters are color-customizable, so you can assign your choice of 16 colors to each of the platter’s four decks. Both platters are capacitive and dual-zone—scratch or stop a track simply by touching the top of the platter or adjust pitch by manipulating the platter from the side. 
 
4-Deck Virtual DJ®LE Software Included
Start mixing right away—with the included 4-Deck Virtual DJ LE software you can starting mixing right away with all four channels, built-in effects, and all the tools you need to perform at parties and clubs. Plus, upgrading to Virtual DJ is easy, and you'll get even more effects and more decks. Plus, Mixtrack Quad operates via standard MIDI, so it’s compatible with virtually any popular DJ software.
 
Pro Audio Built In
Getting up and running couldn’t be easier—Mixtrack Quad is class-compliant and USB-powered, so there are no drivers or power adapters required. Just plug in via USB to your computer and start mixing. Plus, a professional audio interface is built in, so you can hook up your headphones, mic, and PA system with no hassle. 
 
The Full-Color DJ Experience
Mixtrack Quad is the only four-channel controller in its class to have dedicated mixing controls for all four decks. And with its complete mixer section, precise crossfader, 3-band EQ, and dedicated music library navigation controls, you’ll be able to spend more time interacting with the music and less time staring at the computer screen. 

FEATURES
4 channels of control and built-in audio interface 16 multi-color rubber pads with Loop, Sample, and Hot 

Cue Modes
Color-customizable dual-zone platters with touch-
sensitivity

Crossfader, 3-band EQ, and music navigation controls 16 effects controls for flanger, phaser, echo, and more

Built-in audio system connects with headphones, mic, 
and PA

Pitch and Sync controls for seamless and easy mixing

Standard MIDI for use with most popular DJ software Class-compliant with both Mac and PC, no driver 
requiredUSB-powered, no power adapter required 4-Deck Virtual DJ® LE software included

INCLUDES
Mixtrack Quad 4-Deck Virtual DJ LE Software USB Cable

User Guide Safety & Warranty Manual 
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Cene su informativnog karaktera. Prodavac ne odgovara za tačnost cena iskazanih na sajtu, zadržava pravo izmena cena. 
Ponudu za ostale artikle, informacije o stanju lagera i aktuelnim cenama možete dobiti na upit. Plaćanje se isključivo vrši 
virmanski - bezgotovinski.


